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	PIC Projects and Applications using C: A Project-based Approach, 9780080971513 (0080971512), Newnes, 2013

	PIC Projects and Applications Using C details how to program the PIC microcontroller in the C language. The book takes a learn-by-doing approach, with applications covering topics such as inputs, outputs, keypads, alphanumeric displays, analogue-to-digital conversion, radio transmitters and receivers, data EEPROM, interrupts and timing. To aid debugging, the book provides a section detailing the use of the simulator and in-circuit debugger.


	With this book you will learn:

	
		How to program the PIC microcontroller in C
	
		Techniques for using the simulator and debuggers to find faults on your code
	
		The ins and outs of interfacing circuits, such as radio modules and liquid crystal displays
	
		How to use the PIC on-board functions, such as interrupts and timing modules, and make analogue measurements


	
		Relevant parts of the language are introduced and explained when required for those new to the subject
	
		Core principles are introduced gradually for self-paced learning
	
		Explains how and why a software program works, and how to alter and expand the code
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VoIP Service Quality : Measuring and Evaluating Packet-Switched VoiceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
VoIP SAVINGS AND FLEXIBILITY! TELEPHONE-LINE QUALITY?
 Despite the features that make Voice over IP so attractive from the standpoint of cost and flexibility of telephone services, businesses will only adopt it once they’ve determined whether, and under what circumstances, the quality of VoIP will be satisfactory to...


		

The CV Book: Your definitive guide to writing the perfect CVFT Press, 2009

	The CV Book is the definitive book on CV writing. it provides help, advice and templates from The CV Centre, the UK’s leading CV consultancy, based on many years’ experience and encompassing principles tried, tested and proven on a daily basis.

	
		Focussed on market needs - evidence-based and developed...



		

SystemC and SystemC-AMS in Practice: SystemC 2.3, 2.2 and SystemC-AMS 1.0Springer, 2013

	This book describes how engineers can make optimum use of the two industry standard analysis/design tools, SystemC and SystemC-AMS.  The authors use a system-level design approach, emphasizing how SystemC and SystemC-AMS features can be exploited most effectively to analyze/understand a given electronic system and explore the design...





	

Foundation Flash CatalystFriends of Ed, 2010

	This book offers an introduction to Flash Catalyst for designers with intermediate to advanced skills. It discusses where Catalyst sits within the production process and how it communicates with other programs. It covers all of the features of the Flash Catalyst workspace, teaching you how to create designs from scratch, how to build...


		

Hedge Funds For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	If you want to diversify your portfolio and lower your risk exposure with hedge funds, here’s what you should know: Hedge Funds For Dummies explains all the different types of funds, explores the pros and cons of funds as an investment, shows you how to find a good broker, and much more.


	Authored by Ann Logue, a...


		

Practical Cisco Routers (Practical Series)Que, 1999
Practical Cisco Routers is an excellent "first purchase" for anyone interested in Router technology. It provides hands-on steps and easy-to-follow screen captures for the basic configuration of a new router. This book provides the basic knowledge base needed to cope with a rapidly proliferating technology. Practical Cisco Routers is...
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